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blackmagic design davinci resolve studio 2019 v16 has got a new cut page that has been designed
for the editors that require to work instantly. it has been equipped with a new davinci neural engine
which uses the machine learning to enable some powerful new features like facial recognition and

speed wrap etc. the adjustment clips allows you to apply the effects as well as grades to clips on the
timeline. it has also got cut page feature which allows you to edit, import, trim, titles and

automatically match the color of your videos. davinci resolve studio offers a powerful media asset
management and playback utility that allows you to seamlessly search the media on yourcomputer,

add media to projects and play back projects with all of the meta data intact. you can also
useresolve studio to ingest and render hd and sd streams, internal and external storage media, and
even play back system native videos andaudio! now that your project is in resolve studio theres an
incredible workflow for working with media: start by importing your media assets into the library in
any order. a simple drag and drop makes changing the location of video clips as easy as changing

program bookmarks! you can preview media and edit it in one place, and then place it back into your
timeline by simply dragging and dropping. you can also share and play back projects right out of
resolve studio with other members of your team! as well as supporting some of the worlds most

powerful, high end post production tools! resolve studio comes loaded with more than 20renderfx
presets to quickly turn your project into your own custom look in a snap! apply customizable looks

including vignette, color sketch, b&w, graded look, cameraaf, lens effects, & more. you can also edit
color lookup tables, and perform hdr rendering!
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